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What is Nature Conservation?
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Nature Conservation: 
An evolving narrative

Mace (2014) identified four phases in the development of the 
nature conservation movement:

1. Nature for itself (1960s, 1970s)

2. Nature despite people (1980s, 1990s)

3. Nature for people (2000s)

4. People and Nature (2010s)
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Agencies want more from data

Functional diversity
Functional connectivity
Ecosystem Services
Resilience
Natural Capital
Adaptability
Human Wellbeing
Ecosystem Health
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Devolved authority and agency
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Scottish Indicators of Ecosystem Health
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What is a healthy ecosystem?

• Habitat in good ‘condition’
• Abundant wildlife populations
• Resilient to change
• A healthy ecosystem “delivers multiple benefits”
• Clean water
• Captures carbon
• Not polluted
• Attractive for recreation
• Biodiversity is “intact”
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How might we measure ecosystem health 
using scheme data?
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• A Scottish Govt indicator 
of Ecosystem Health

• Measures trends in 
average bird abundance

• Does this really reflect 
ecosystem properties?
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How might we measure ecosystem health 
using scheme data?

• Membership-based indices
• Average trends per site/species

• Species richness trends per site

• Diversity metrics (e.g. Shannon’s entropy)

• Community composition

• Trait-weighted indices
• Functional diversity

• Community-weighted trait values

• Diversity profiles
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Community composition/integrity

• Membership-based
• Conceptually difficult
• Sensitive to sampling effort
• Flexible for comparisons

De Coster et al. 2015 Proc. Roy. Soc. B 282: 2014-2844.



Community-weighted means

• Trait-weighted
• Fairly simple
• Sensitive to abundance changes
• Sensitive to species turnover
• One trait at a time
• Calculable for sites or nationally

Devictor et al. 2008 Proc. Roy. Soc. B 275: 2743–2748.



• Trait-weighted trends 

in Scottish Bryophytes

• Under consideration 

by Scottish Govt

• Are these trends 

interpretable?

• What do national 

trends tell us about 

ecosystems? 
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Diversity Profiles

• Expansion of functional 
diversity (trait-weighted)

• Accounts for similarity among 
species (e.g. phylogenetic)

• Accounts for abundance

• Not easy interpret!
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Conclusions

• “Ecosystem Health” is gaining currency among agencies and 
policy-makers

• The latest buzzword?
• Same message, different packaging?

• Encapsulates many existing terms
• ecosystem services, natural capital

• Many biodiversity metrics could be provide useful indicators 
• Species richness, functional diversity, “biotic intactness”

• Scheme data has potential to provide data for policy 
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